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I had a dream that you were a fountain, connected directly to the source, and your supply 
never ran out, like a wellspring, or an aquifer, or a geyser. It was clean, crystal clear, pre 
filtered, flowing out in all directions. It’s deep, but you could see the bottom so it wasn’t 
scary. And it washed over me and my body, we could drink it and it tasted good, we held it 
in our mouths, we splashed around in the abundance. We tried to bottle it for later but it was 
like a cork holding an ocean; it flowed through our fingertips like sand. We did not know 
what to do with the excess so we sent it on a long journey from an underground pipe, to a 
river, to an ocean, flowing out in all directions, and I remember hearing waves and ocean 
noises, I do not remember feeling cold, we just returned it, back into the everythingness, and 
when they ran away from the fire they jumped in for safety.   



I had a dream that you were a fountain 
plastic sheeting, 35 gallon free standing pond, 5 gallon plastic pail, concrete, wood, water heater 
drain pans, PVC, construction glue, silicone caulking, hardware, baskets, colanders, drain strainer, 
hardware, Shark Bite PVC fitting UIP375A for potable water, copper pipe, rock, sponge, OSB, wood 
finish, water based polyurethane, snap in floor drain, round grate, buckets, discharge hose, splash 
block, bungee cord, bricks, under bed clear storage bin, penny, sub pump, variable fan speed 
controller, garden hose, brass boiler drain, water 
 
Surfacing (self portrait)   
cups, glue 
 
Towel rack 
lids, glue 
 
Moon River  
two cups, pillow, pillowcase, cooler 
 
(map of refrigerator) 
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